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Close % Change
Year-to-Date 

(YTD)

Daily 

Volume 

(shares)

Daily 

Turnover 

(JOD)

AMMAN GENERAL INDEX 1,585.44 -0.67% -12.66% 8,406,341 5,292,579

% Change % Change

KAFA`A INVESTMENTS 4.35% NAT/CABL/WIRE/MF -4.76%

JORDAN IND.RES. 4.35% BILAD INVESTMENT -4.84%

BABELON 4.00% UNITED CABLE INDUSTRIES -4.88%

TAJCATERINGHOUSING 3.45% AL-SANABEL INT. -5.00%

COMPLAND DEV&INV 3.28% SOUTH ELECTRONICS -5.56%

JORDAN IND.RES. 2,399,694 JORDAN IND.RES. 564,818

RUM GROUP 717,963 METHAQ 518,090

ISLAMIC INSUR CO 479,275 ISLAMIC INSUR CO 498,964

TRANSPORT BARTER 462,076 UNION INV 458,277

TAJCATERINGHOUSING 456,081 JORDAN POUL PROC 338,075

Best Performing Companies

Top Traded Companies by Volume (Shares) 

Worst Performing Companies

Top Traded Companies by Value (JOD)
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Macroeconomic & Corporate News

* Source: Jordan Times, Zawya

Disclaimer

Awraq Investments, its subsidiaries, parent, and/or any connected parties, may act or trade and/or enter into any transaction that

maybe inconsistent or disregard any information contained herein.

The Kingdom's foreign trade went down throughout the first seven months of 2020, compared with the same period of 2019, as the

Kingdom's exports dropped by 2 per cent, Minister of Industry, Trade and Supply Tareq Hammouri said on Tuesday. The drop in Jordan's

trade balance deficit by 24.4 per cent was a result of “a widening gap” between exports and imports, which decreased by 16.9 per cent

during the January-July period, he added, citing the repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic. The minister, in a statement reported by

the Jordan News Agency, Petra, said that according to the Department of Statistics' figures, the Kingdom's exports during July increased

by 5.2 per cent, compared to the same period of 2019. Highlighting the positive indicators of the recovery of the Kingdom's exports,

Hammouri said that the Kingdom's exports in July increased by 16 per cent, compared with June of 2020 to reach JD527.8 million. 

Awraq Investments and its affiliates obtain information from sources they believe to be reliable, but do not warrant its accuracy or

fitness for a particular purpose, and disclaim for themselves and their information providers all liability arising from the use.

The Information in this publication is provided in good faith for informational purposes only. The information provided is not

offered as tax, legal, or investment advice, or an offer to buy or sell securities or otherwise. The information provided in this

publication may be displayed and printed for your personal, non-commercial use only. You may not reproduce, re-transmit,

distribute, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast, or circulate the information in any form or media to anyone, without the

expressed written consent of Awraq Investments.

Awraq Investments is not liable for any loss resulting from any action taken or reliance made by any person on any information or

material posted by it. You should make your own inquiries and seek independent advice from relevant industry professionals

before acting or relying on any information or material made available to you in this publication. You rely on this information at

your own risk.

King exhorts nations to overcome COVID-19 ‘through a renewed integration of our world’
His Majesty King Abdullah on Tuesday participated in the 75th Session of the United Nations General Assembly, held virtually for the

first time. Delivering Jordan’s address at the general debate, King Abdullah said: “We can only overcome COVID-19, and what comes

beyond it, through a renewed integration of our world, a re-globalisation that makes the wellbeing of all our peoples the ultimate goal,”

according to a Royal Court statement. Noting threats to food security as among the major global challenges ahead, His Majesty said

Jordan is preparing to deal with this and is ready to assist its region and friends by channelling its capabilities to operate as a regional

hub for food security. “As long as injustice and lack of peace persist, anywhere in the world, the UN must not rest; we must not rest,”

the King added, reaffirming that the only way to end the Palestinian-Israeli conflict must be based on the two-state solution. “The only

way towards just and lasting peace must lead to an independent, sovereign, and viable Palestinian state, on the June 4th, 1967 lines,

with East Jerusalem as its capital, living side-by-side with Israel, in mutual peace and security,” His Majesty said.

The Independent Election Commission (IEC) on Monday stressed that parliamentary elections will be held on time and all efforts are 

Jordan’s exports dropped by 2% in first 7 months of 2020 — Hammouri


